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A distinguishing aspect of DEEP is that the survey aims to gather not only
very faint redshifts, but also internal kinematic data in the form of rotation
curves or line widths, as well as line strengths sensitive to star formation rates,
gas conditions, age, and metallicity.
3 Highlights of First Phase DEEP Projects
While waiting for the completion of DEIMOS so that the major DEEP survey
of 10,000
+
galaxies can begin (see Davis contribution), we have been undertak-
ing a number of smaller, pilot-style projects with the existing Low Resolution
Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS: [10]) to determine what is feasible with Keck
and thus to help rene the scope of the main DEEP survey. To maximize the
scientic returns for our relatively small samples (currently over 500 galax-
ies), we observed elds where HST WFPC2 images already exist, including
the HDF and anking elds [7], [12], [2], [20]; the Groth Survey Strip [5], [19],
and Selected Area 68. Such HST images provide morphology data and also
the structure, size, and inclination data needed to convert kinematic observa-
tions from Keck into direct measures of mass. Our data is still largely being
reduced, but we have already achieved a redshift completeness of 97% for a
200 galaxy sample reaching a limit of I  23:5. Overall, our ndings have
reassured us that our major DEIMOS survey is not only feasible, but that
kinematics will indeed be a powerful additional dimension of study. Our work
with line strengths is not yet mature enough to be presented, so the following
will focus on highlights of our kinematic surveys.
3.1 Rotation Curves of Distant Spirals
As seen in Fig. 1, we have clearly demonstrated that emission-line rotation
curves of likely spirals can be observed to redshifts near z  1 for galaxies as
faint as I  22 with one to two hour exposures [19]. Based on 16 galaxies so
far, we nd little evidence for any major change (< 0:6 mag) in the zero-point
of the optical Tully-Fisher relation [20]. These results are in stark contrast to
claims for more extensive evolution of 1.5 mag to 2.0 mag [13], [14] for very
blue galaxies. Larger samples will be needed to understand the causes (e.g.,
luminosity or color) of these dierences.
3.2 Emission Line widths
Though rotation curves are preferable, the vast majority of very faint galaxies
are too small to yield more than line widths as kinematic data. Except for very
bright galaxies that might yield absorption line widths, emission lines are used.
Though winds, dust obscuration, and poor representation of the gravitational
potential by the luminous star formation regions may all invalidate the use of
















Figure 1: Examples of the rotation curves measured for two high redshift
galaxies, the upper with total I  21:4 and the lower with I  22:4 [20].
data for compact HII galaxies, which are the most likely to suer from these
problems, nevertheless show a fairly tight correlation with a ratio of 0.7 +/- 0.1
between such optical line-width measures and radio measures of HI motions
[18] that should be sampling well the total mass of such systems.
Assuming line widths, after an upward correction of 40% [13], are gener-
ally meaningful measures of the true gravitational potential, and adding HST
sizes, we are able to obtain masses. At least for blue compact galaxies, we
then nd that luminosity alone can be a very poor gauge of their masses, i.e.,
the M/L ratio can vary enormously [1], [12], [2]. For some, we even needed the
the High Resolution Echelle Spectrograph (HIRES: see [21]) to resolve velocity
widths smaller than 30 km-s
 1
[4]. Fortunately for the DEEP program, the
vast majority of faint galaxies have line widths that should be resolved at with
DEIMOS. The key point is that the lack of correlation between optical lumi-
nosity and mass, i.e. stable M/L, demonstrates the necessity, usefulness, and
promise of kinematics as an important new dimension to discern the evolution
of dierent galaxy populations.
3.3 Very High Redshift z  3 Galaxies
A major advance with Keck has been the dramatic demonstration that very
high redshift (z  3) galaxies chosen with colors can be conrmed spectro-
scopically [16]. The DEEP team has extended the pioneering eorts [17] in
the Hubble Deep Field (HDF) by pushing over one magnitude fainter, using
redder \dropouts" to reach higher redshifts and higher levels of completeness,
and adopting higher spectral resolutions to improve kinematic measurements
[7]. Based on the evidence so far [8], [11], the high redshift galaxies may also be
small mass systems that become dwarfs today or that later merge to formmore
massive galaxies [7], [15] instead of being only the cores of massive galaxies.
4 Summary
Our various rst phase, pilot programs with LRIS clearly show 1) the need and
power of kinematics for galaxy surveys, 2) the feasibility of reaching I  23 or
fainter with respectable completeness in one to two hour exposures with Keck,
and 3) the accessibility of the very high redshift universe. Thus the denition,
feasibility, and value of the second phase DEIMOS DEEP program is no longer
merely in the speculative proposal stage.
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